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Abstract

Background
The COVID-19 outbreak has been a serious public health threat worldwide. Individually documented case
descriptions of COVID-19 are published by Chinese provinces (excluding Hubei). We use these
descriptions to study the transmission characteristics in China, and how they are in�uenced by public
awareness and control measures.

Methods
Dates for infection, symptom onset, quarantine, hospitalization and diagnosis, and sources of infection
are tabulated from published cases descriptions. We use MCMC to estimate the exponential growth rate
of cases infected in Hubei, and parametrize the distributions for the incubation period, and periods from
symptom onset to hospitalization and diagnosis. Graph of infection is constructed and used to estimate
the reproduction number in each generation.

Results
The median incubation period is 6.2 days overall, and 7.3% patients have an incubation period longer
than the recommended 14-day quarantine period. The median period from symptom onset to
hospitalization is 4.4 days before the lockdown of Wuhan city, and 2.1 days after the lockdown. The
median period from symptom onset to diagnosis is 8.8 days before the lockdown, and 4.8 days after the
lockdown. The number of cases in Hubei doubled every 3 days before the lockdown. In other provinces,
reproduction number decreased from 1.51 in the �rst-generation patients to less than 0.21 in later
generation patients.

Conclusions
We parametrized incubation period, and the periods from symptom onset to hospitalization and
diagnosis. Some (possibly a majority of) patients were infected before the symptom onset of their
sources of infection, causing a low success rate of o�cial (not self) quarantines. Social distancing and
self-quarantine greatly reduced the reproduction number, and shorted the periods from symptom onset to
hospitalization and diagnosis.

Background
The COVID-19 outbreaks around the world have become a major global public health threat [1–3]. Many
estimates of the scope and magnitude of the outbreak have been quickly published [4–7] using both
estimations from epidemic curves and individual level data of a single region. For example, a crucial
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parameter of an outbreak is the reproduction number, which is the average number of secondary
infections caused by an average infectious individual. The daily number of new infections will decline if it
is less than unity. The reproduction number of a patient in a fully susceptible population is called the
basic reproduction number. Not surprisingly, this parameter received much attention, and has been
estimated to be between 1.32 and 6.47 [8–15]. The incubation period can only be estimated reliably from
individual level data and has been estimated to be between 5 and 9 days [9, 11, 16–19]. But both
approaches have limitations: many disease parameters cannot be reliably estimated from epidemic
curves only [20], while most of the studies using individual data have limited sample sizes.

Each province except Hubei o�cially published the daily update of case descriptions of COVID-19. We
use these individually documented case descriptions to conduct our research. The documented cases
and their data sources are tabulated in Supplementary Material S1. Some of these descriptions are well
documented with important epidemiological information including both the source of infection and dates
such as contacting the source of infection, symptom onset, quarantine, hospitalization and diagnosis.

This is a much more complete dataset than ones used in previous studies. We aim to use it to give a
more precise parametrization of key epidemic parameters such as the incubation period, and the periods
from symptom onset to hospitalization and diagnosis. We will also establish a graph of transmission
and use it to estimate the reproduction number in each generation of transmission. We will study the
changes in reproduction numbers and in the periods from symptom onset to hospitalization and
diagnosis to estimate the effect of social distancing and self-quarantine measures that has been strictly
implemented in China.

Case descriptions from many provinces also include the information whether a patient hospitalized in
these provinces had visited (or is a resident of) Hubei province before symptom onset. We use this
information to estimate the exponential growth rate of the Hubei outbreak before strict control measures
are implemented in Wuhan city.

Our study will help to understand why the Chinese outbreaks in their provinces except the epicenter can
be controlled so effectively. It will also help mathematical modelers to calibrate their epidemic models
and make more precise predictions in the scenarios of their interest.

Methods
Data   Our research is based on 3547 individually documented case descriptions published by provinces
of China (excluding Hubei province that are publicly available. We have not participated in original data
collection from patients. Each case description includes some or all of the dates of contact, symptom
onset, quarantine, hospitalization and diagnosis. Furthermore, 331 descriptions contain source of
infection. For the latest possible date of being infected, we also consider the constraints that the date
cannot be later than the date of symptom onset and cannot be later than the hospitalization date of the
source of infection. Supplementary Materials S1 contains the tabulated data and the data sources for
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each case description. The numbers of case descriptions that are valid for the estimations are listed in
Table 1.

Parametrization of period distributions   The incubation period distribution is estimated from the case
descriptions with dates of infection and symptom onset. Similarly, the periods from symptom onset to
hospitalization and diagnosis are estimated from the case descriptions with the corresponding date
information. The periods are parametrized as continuous variables with a gamma, a log-normal, or a
Weibull distribution. The observations are given in either days or ranges of days, which are converted into
continuous time periods. We then compute the probability that the period falls into the observed ranges.
We can then construct the following log-likelihood function

[Please see the supplementary �les section to view the equation.]

Reproduction Number   We construct the graph of transmissions from the 643 descriptions with source of
infection, where nodes represent patients and arcs represent transmissions. Some of the sources may
have multiple possible sources. We assume that all sources have equal probability to be the true source;
this probability is labeled as the weight of the arcs. The number of secondary infections of a patient is
the sum of the weights on its outgoing arcs. We then compute the average of secondary infections over
the patients.

We label the individuals by generations of infection, to study how reproduction number changes with
generation. However, due to the uncertainty in the source of infection of some patients, the generations of
these patients may be probabilistic, with probabilities computed from normalizing the weights of their
incoming arcs.

Exponential growth rate in Hubei   We tabulate the daily number of patients for patients who either visited
Hubei or came from Hubei, with symptom onsets on or before the lockdown of Wuhan on January 23. We
assume that these case counts are proportional to the cases in Hubei, and are independently Poisson
distributed with a mean growing exponentially, , and construct the following log-likelihood function

[Please see the supplementary �les section to view the equation.]

where  is the observed number of patients who either visited or is a resident of Hubei showing symptom
on day . We then use MCMC to estimate the exponential growth rate .

Results
Asymptomatic transmission   Among the 98 patients whose case description contains source of infection
and dates of contacting the source, and whose source also has date of contacting their sources, 24 were
infected before their sources of contacts showed major symptoms, while 5 were infected after their
sources showed symptom. The other 69 patients were infected during a period that contains the date of
symptom onset of their sources, and thus are inconclusive.
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Incubation period   Figure 1 shows the observed and best-�t incubation period. The best-�t distribution is
a gamma distribution, which parameters are summarized in Table 2. Females has a slightly longer
median incubation period; as shown in Figure 2, the probability mass function of the incubation period
for males is larger in the �rst four days, smaller for days 9-12. The fraction of patients who have an
incubation period longer than a given period is shown in Figure 3. For the recommended 14-day
quarantine period, this fraction is 7.3% (5.8%, 9.0%).

Periods from symptom onset to hospitalization and diagnosis   The observed and best-�t distributions for
the periods from symptom onset to hospitalization and diagnosis are shown in Figure 4 and 5. The
parameters are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. We also compared the periods for individuals who showed
symptom before and after the lockdown of Wuhan on January 23, because the lockdown is an extreme
control measure that greatly increased the awareness of the outbreak, which led to both behavior
changes and the strengthen of control measures in other provinces. The results show that the periods
reduced signi�cantly after the lockdown. The successfully quarantined cases (quarantined before the
date of symptom onset) are shown in the upper panel of Figure 4 as negative periods. Only 66 cases were
successfully quarantined, with the �rst successful case quarantined on January 22, one day before the
lockdown of Wuhan. These cases represent an overall 4.3% success rate, or 5.3% among patients who
showed symptom after (and 0% for those before) the lockdown of Wuhan. Self-quarantines are not
counted here because they may still lead to within-household transmissions.

Reproduction Number   The graph of transmissions is shown in Figure 6, with patients color-coded by
their provinces. The distribution of the generation of these patients and the reproduction number of
patients in each generation are shown in Figure 7. Overall, the reproduction number of all patients is
R=0.65, and that of patients who infected others is R=1.63. The reproduction number reduces from
R=1.51 for the �rst-generation patients in provinces other than Hubei, to less than 0.21 in second and
later generation patients. For those who infected others, the reproduction number remained between 1.42
and 1.68 within the �rst four generations before it decreases to 1.25 in the seventh generation.

Exponential growth rate in Hubei   The daily counts of symptom onsets for patients who have visited (or
are residents of) Hubei are shown in Figure 8. The counts decrease after January 23 due to the lockdown
of Wuhan. The estimated exponential growth rate for these patients who showed symptom on or before
January 23 is 0.23 (0.21, 0.26) per days. The best-�t exponential growth curve is also shown in Figure 8.

Discussions
More patients are observed to be infected before the symptom onset of their source of infections, than
those infected after the symptom onset of their sources, while a majority are ambiguous due to their long
duration of contact with their sources (e.g., in workplace or household settings). Thus, asymptomatic
infections may be an important factor driving the outbreaks, and may greatly reduce the effectiveness of
contact tracing and quarantine. This is also demonstrated by the 5.3% success rate for quarantine even
after the lockdown of Wuhan.
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The patients were hospitalized and diagnosed much faster after they showed symptoms. These changes
are most likely due to both behaviors change driven by increased awareness and faster public health
responses.

Social distancing prevented a majority of patients from infecting others. However, for the patients who
did, social distancing did not reduce their secondary infections drastically. It is very likely that a majority
of these transmission occur in households, and social distancing is not effective in reducing household
transmissions. Instead, it greatly reduced the probability that a patient infects another household. Thus,
for mathematical modeling of disease dynamics of social distancing, considering household structures
may be important.

Conclusions
In the data that we tabulated suggest that asymptomatic transmission may occur more frequently than
asymptomatic transmission in Chinese provinces other than Hubei, where contact tracing and social
distancing are strongly implemented. Thus, under strong control measures, asymptomatic transmission
may be a crucial factor driving the outbreaks.

We parameterized the incubation period from the data, which suggests that 7.3% of patients have an
incubation period longer than the recommended 14-day quarantine period. These patients may be
especially risky for quarantine failures and subsequently cause community transmissions. Males on
average have a slightly shorter incubation period, i.e., we expect slightly more males to show symptoms
within the �rst 4 days, and slightly more females to show symptoms in 9–12 days.

The lockdown of Wuhan, the social distancing, and the self-quarantine measures had a major impact on
the control of the outbreaks in Chinese provinces other than Hubei. The times from symptom onset to
hospitalization and diagnosis were greatly reduced after the lockdown. In addition, the reproduction
number of patients was reduced by 82.6% after the �rst generation.

Due to strictly implemented contact tracing and social distancing measures in other provinces than
Hubei, patients who have visited (or are residents of) Hubei and are hospitalized in other provinces form a
reliable sample of the Hubei outbreak for the period up to the lockdown of Wuhan. We estimated that the
number of patients doubled every 3 days before strict control measures are implemented.

The case descriptions published by Chinese provinces contain sources of infections and dates of
contacting the sources, quarantine, symptom onset, hospitalization, and diagnosis, in addition to gender
and age of the patients. They are valuable source of information for the COVID-19 outbreak in China. This
is the �rst effort that tabulates and aggregates the data, even though the data sources are publicly
available. Our effort allows more detailed analysis of the Chinese outbreak in the future.

Abbreviations
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MCMC
Markov Chain Monte Carlo
DIC
Deviance Information Criterion
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Tables
Table 1. The number of valid cases descriptions (i.e., containing information necessary to compute the
parameters) that are available and used in parameterization.

Parameter Valid case descriptions
Incubation period 646 (316 female, 330 males)
Period from onset to hospitalization 1452 (300 with onset before and 1152 after Jan 23)
Period from onset to diagnosis 2747 (550 with onset before and 2181 after Jan 23)
Reproduction number 643

 

Table 2. The best-�t distribution of the incubation period and their parameters (with 95% con�dence
intervals in parenthesizes). The ranges containing the period for 95% patients and the medians are in
days.

Patients Distribution Median Shape Scale Range
All Gamma 6.2 (5.8, 6.6) 2.65 (2.36, 3.04) 2.67 (2.32, 2.97) 1.2 - 17.3
Males Gamma 5.9 (5.4, 6.4) 2.45 (2.05, 2.96) 2.80 (2.29, 3.35) 0.9 - 17.9
Females Gamma 6.5 (6.0, 7.1) 2.91 (2.46, 3.52) 2.54 (2.08, 2.95) 1.7 - 19.2
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Table 3. The parameters of the best-�t distribution of the period from symptom onset to hospitalization,
for all patients, those whose symptom onset is before the lockdown of Wuhan on January 23, and those
on or after, with 95% con�dence intervals in parenthesizes. The ranges containing the period for 95%
patients and the medians are in days.

Patient Distribution Median Shape Scale Range
All Gamma 2.5 (2.3, 2.6) 0.85 (0.78, 0.92) 4.53 (4.12, 5.00) 0 - 12.7
Before Jan 23 Weibull 4.4 (4.0, 4.9) 1.26 (1.14, 1.38) 5.94 (5.40, 6.52) 0 - 13.4
After Jan 23 Gamma 2.1 (1.9, 2.3) 0.77 (0.70, 0.85) 4.39 (3.91, 4.94) 0 - 11.0

 

Table 4. The parameters of the best-�t distribution of the period from symptom onset to diagnosis, for all
patients, those whose symptom onset is before the lockdown of Wuhan on January 23, and those on or
after, with 95% con�dence intervals in parenthesizes.  The ranges containing the period for 95% patients
and the medians are in days.

Patient Distribution Median Shape Scale Range
All Gamma 5.5 (5.4, 5.7) 2.27 (2.15, 2.39) 2.84 (2.68, 3.00) 1.0 - 17.4
Before Jan 23 Gamma 8.8 (8.5, 9.2) 4.53 (4.03, 4.06) 2.11 (1.87, 2.38) 3.0 - 19.8

After Jan 23 Gamma 4.8 (4.6, 4.9) 2.21 (2.11, 2.29) 2.56(2.50, 2.68) 0.8 - 15.5

Figures
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Figure 1

The observed and best-�t incubation period distribution. The data panel shows 157 patients whose date
of being infected is not ambiguous (i.e., given as a single date). The best-�t distribution is computed from
all 646 patients. The estimate panel shows the discretized best-�t distribution, computed from the
average of 10 thousand MCMC samples.

Figure 2
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The best-�t incubation period distributions (dots) and the 95% con�dence intervals (bars) by gender.

Figure 3

The fraction of patients with an incubation period longer than n days for 14≤n≤30.

Figure 4
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The observed periods from symptom onset to quarantine or hospitalization, and best-�t distribution for
the period from symptom onset to hospitalization. The negative periods in data represent the 66 patients
who were o�cially quarantined before they show symptoms. Their date of hospitalization is the same as
their date of symptom onset. The estimate panel shows the discretized best-�t distribution, computed
from the average of 10 thousand MCMC samples.

Figure 5

The observed and best-�t distributions for the period from symptom onset to diagnosis, for all patients,
those who showed symptoms before the lockdown of Wuhan city on January 23, and those after. The
estimate panel shows the discretized best-�t distribution, computed from the average of 10 thousand
MCMC samples.
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Figure 6

The graph of transmissions for 643 individually documented cases with a contact tracing information.
The nodes represent patients, and arcs represent possible transmissions. The unknown sources are
labeled as “?”. The nodes and arcs are color-coded by province. Patient information, including their labels
and provinces, are listed in Supplementary Material S1.
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Figure 7

The reproduction number of patients in each generation. The upper panel includes all patients, the middle
panel only includes patients who infected others. The lower panel shows the fractions of patients in each
generation. The majority of the patients in the secondary generations and later did not infect others due
to social distancing.
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Figure 8

The daily counts of symptom onsets for patients who have either visited Hubei or are a resident of Hubei,
and the best-�t exponential growth curve. The exponential growth rate is 0.23.
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